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Abstract-With the development of reliable and inexpensive digital cameras,
numerous individuals have reported capturing anomalous round-shaped (orbic)
objects in photographs. These seemingly anomalous orbic images (AOIs) have
sometimes been interpreted as reflecting "spirits," "angels," "light beings,"
"aliens," and/or "UFOs." We decided to determine whether we could ( 1 )
replicate capturing AOIs, and (2) investigate their possible mechanism(s).
Approximately one thousand photographs were taken with five different digital
cameras over multiple sessions under conditions that would purportedly
increase the chance of observing AOIs. This included two "spiritual energy
healers" performing various diagnostic and treatment procedures in a semi-dark
room. More than two hundred photographs contained AOIs. Careful
examination of the photographs revealed a plausible conventional optical
mechanism that could explain most of the AOIs observed. The most common
mechanisms involved are ( I ) stray reflections (often from the flash) from
various shiny objects in the environment (mirrors, glass windows, doorknobs,
furniture, metal art work) that are then doubly re-reflected off of lens surfaces
and (2) diffraction from the flash reflecting off of dust and dirt particles near
but not on the lens. Spiritual or other-worldly interpretations of "orbs" in
photographs should only be considered under conditions in which all sources of
stray reflection and diffraction have been eliminated from the environment.
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Introduction
With the advent of digital photography aided by high-speed gigahertz personal
computers with gigabyte hard drives, it now possible for scientists as well as
laymen to readily collect photographic information. Sometimes optical anomalies
are observed; typically they are spherically shaped. These seeming anomalies are
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often described as "orbs." Sizes may range (in apparent perceived physical scale)
from ping-pong balls to basketballs. The most frequent sizes appear to be hardballs
and softballs. We term these phenomena "anomalous orbic images" (AOIs).
In the fields of science encompassed by the disciplines of the present authors
(psychology, psychophysiology, integrative medicine, optical sciences, digital
music analysis), it is not surprising that there is virtually no published literature
on AOIs. However, there is a vast amount of information on the Internet under
the general rubric of "spirit photography" that examines AOIs and presents controversial interpretations ranging from "spirit" and "light beings" to "angels,"
"aliens," and "UFOs." Representative web sites are http://ghosthunter.com and
http://orbsite.com.
The "spirit" interpretation was of potential interest to the first author in the
context of research on the possibility of survival of consciousness after physical
death (reviewed in Schwartz, 2002). However, given the controversial nature of
A01 phenomena, and the need to collaborate with scientists skilled in optical
sciences and digital imaging, G.E.S. did not consider researching AOIs.
It was fortuitous that the second author, a senior optical scientist whose
personal interests extend from musical theory to biofield therapy, began to
collaborate with G.E.S. on the possible effects of music and biofields on cellular
growth (Creath & Schwartz, 2004). When G.E.S. recently met two people who
claimed to be able to reliably capture AOIs using Sony Mavica digital cameras,
he invited K.C. to collaborate with him to investigate these claims.
This paper presents multiple AOIs captured by G.E.S. and K.C., plus AOIs
captured by individuals in the presence of G.E.S. and K.C. (or of those
personally known by the authors). It then presents a conventional optical
explanation that accounts for virtually all of the AOIs observed.

Method
Digital Cameras
Photos with 640 by 480 resolution were taken with two Sony MVC FDlOO
Mavica 1.3-megapixel cameras. Photos with 1,600 by 1,200 resolution were
taken with two Canon Digital Elph Powershot 2.1-megapixel cameras (models
SlOO and S300). Photos with 2,240 by 1,680 resolution were taken with an
Olympus E l 0 4-megapixel single lens reflex camera. One picture with 2,128 by
2,832 resolution was taken with a Fuji FinePix 6800 3.3-megapixel camera in
high-resolution mode obtaining a 6-megapixel image.

Environment
The primary photos presented in this paper were taken in the living room of
a private home in Tucson, Arizona. The decor is southwest and includes NativeAmerican artwork.
The photos were taken at night. Recessed light fixtures set at a moderate
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Flg. 1. A 0 1 observed behind a Ilealei'\ head w h ~ l ?{he wit\ purportedly {ensing energy around
a male. Note the glare Irom the 11ght in the uppei- left hand corncl- of the photo.

intensity provided background light. There were various reflective surfaces in
the environment, including large windows, doorknobs, and metallic objects of
art. Nighttime indoor photographs were tahcrl with flash.
Secondary photos were taken in a room used for plant research (K.C.) (Creath
& Schwartr, 2004); the windows were covered to keep out outside light. The
photos were taken during the day and required use of a flash. There were some
reflective surfaces in the environment, including furniture and a small mirror.
The color images were converted to blach and white images. Arrows have
been inserted to highlight \pecif'ic AOIs.

Figure 1 displays a typical A01 ob\ervcd when a female s~iritualenergy
healer was purportedly "sensing energy." A s~nall,dill1 A01 is visible to the
right of the woman's head. The bright light in the upper left corner is the
tCtl"icnb> C E 5. I I ; C ; ~3I IGnnj.
~
c:~rnca"a
reeehhed lighting. 'The photo
Figure 2 displays an A01 when a male spiritual energy healer was purportedly
"calling spirits" to conle in. The A01 is 01-1 the upper right side, observed in
a window (which appears black because it was night). The photo was taken by
G.E.S. using a Canon camera.
Figure 3 displays an A01 photographed on a black stand supporting a NativeAmerican kachina doll (right side of picture). The bright light on the left is the
reflection of the flash. The photo was taken by K.C. using a Canon camera.
Figure 4 displays an A 0 1 photographed on a window to the right of the
kachina doll. The bright light on the left is the reflection of the flash. The photo
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Fig. 2.
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A 0 1 on the r~ghts~cleof photo observed whilc a male healer wa\ p~rrportedly"calling
spirit\" to come in. Note the retlections on variou\ \~irface$in the photo.

in Figure 4 was taken shortly after the photo displayed in Figure 3. The photo
was taken by K.C. using a Canon camera.
Figure 5 displays a similar-shaped AOI captured by K.C. in the process of
photographing seed germination chambers (Crcath & Schwartz, 2004) using
a Canon camera. The A01 is seen in the bottom right corner. The reflection of
the flash is visible on the slats of the wooden chair.
Often more than one A01 was observed in the photographs. Figure 6 shows
two A015 captured it1 a single photograph. One A 0 1 is the size of a golf ball on
the bottom right side (on a black couch); the other is the si/e of a baseball above
the couch 011 the wall. The reflection of the flash is seen on a black and white
framed picture (with glass) on the top left side located in an adjacent room
behind the couch. The photo was taken by G.E.S. using a Canon camera.

Ftg. 3 .

A01 on the bottotn right of Lhe photo; rctlcctron observed on thc left \ide of the photo
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Fig. 4.

Especially large A 0 1 on thc right s ~ d eof tlie photo; reflect~onof flash ohicrvcct n n the left
iide of the photo.

Figure 7 is an enlargement of the \mailer A01 on the couch displayed in
Figure 6. This A01 can be described ;is looking like a face, say, maybe,
a likeness of Albert Einstein. AOI images that have apparent facial features are
often interpreted as "spirit" pictures.
The photo we obtained with the greate\t number of' AOIs is displayed in
Figure 8. Note the multiple sources o f reflectio~l(from the fireplace on the lower
left, the window on the right, anci the pyr-amid-\hap4 sculpture on the table in
the lower right). This pasticulnr piece of \culpture contains multiple pieces of
glass that reflect light. This photo wa\ taken with a Sony camera and the contrast

Flg. 5.

A 0 1 in the lower left at the photo; rcflcction\ obwrved on thc ch'ur
photo.

111

the rnicfdle of the

Fig 6. Two , 4 0 1 4 oh\cr\eci on thc right of thc photo Reflectton\ ohm-ved in thc upper left of the
photo off o f glas\ tn prctttre.

has been enhanced to high1ight the orbic imager. More than 2 1 AOIs can be seen
in this photo.
AOIs also have been captured without the u\e of a flash. The photo displayed
in Figure 9 was taken with a high-resolution 6-niegapixel camera. The A 0 1 was
captured outdoors by Chri\topher Robin5on. l h e high-resolution A01 appears t o
be over the face of a little girl. However, there is evidence of reflection of the
sun on the pole held by the larger girl.

Optical Analysis of the AOIs
In the proce\s of reviewing the more than 200 photos (more than 20% of the
total) that contained AOTs, we noticed that virtually all of them had clear
evidence of reflection (on glass, metal, or other shiny surflces) in the photos.
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Fig. 7.

Enla~gemuntof the 1owc1-A01 trorn Eigurc 6. Note

111~'\trlrcturc 111

the A01.

These surfrlce reflections were created typically, but not exclusively, with the
flash. We also noticed that the more expensive Olympus E l 0 camera did not
capture a single A01 (out of more that 5 0 pl~otostaken), wliel-eas the less
expensive Sony and Canoil cameras regularly captured AOIs (typically 10 or
niore out ol 50 phtrtoa takcilj.
Specifications for the Olyrupus caillera lens point out that it was i~~tcntionally
designed to rninirni~eeffect$ of "stray reflections" due to the flash. (It is a much
Inore expensive camera than the Sony and Canon caineras we used.) Tn our view,
stray reflections are the first arid most obvious source of artifacts responsible for
orbic images i n photograph\.
A cor~ventionaloptical explariatio~~
of some of the orbic irnages is described in
Figure 10 (after Kingslake, 1992). Light from a stray reflection of the camera flash
off of a shiny surFace (or solne othel-light 4oul-ce in the field of view, such as a lam]:,
or the sun) is reflected into the camera lens. Every optical surl'ace inside the camera
lens, which typically has 6 to 20 optical suri'aces (depending upon the quality of the
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Fig. 8.
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The photo w ~ t hthe greate\t number of AOI\; note the multiple reflective \ ~ ~ r f ~i~n cthe
e sphoto.

lens), has the potential to then reflect part of the light that is incident (Kingslake,
1992). Uncoated glass and plastic lerlses reflect approximately 4.5% of the light
impinging on each surface while passing 96% of the light.
For light from a stray reflection to get to the irnage plane it must reflect off of
two (or any even number of) internal surface\ within the lens. In optics
terminology, these unwanted, often translucent images that get to the focal plane
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Fig. 9. Large A 0 1 c'iprured w ~ t h o u 1t' lla\l~,however, note the reflect~o~l
of light (probably from the
\un) 011 thc polc.

ale iladrt~ui~ajiy
u'tllcd ""ic~rs
Ilt,ucls*"vn "ghost irriages.""lilesc ghubt ~ ~ r ~ d g c s * '
take on the shape of the aperture stop of the lens. A round aperture stop typical
in digital cameras will lead to round or elliptical artifacts. Elliptical orbic images
are caused by reflections that enter the lens at steep angles, causing
a foreshortening of the aperture image in one direction. This effect is often
used artistically by photographers and cinematographers as they catch flares
around the sun coming through trees o r f'ro~nstreetlights (see Kingslake, 1992).
Because almost every iinage we have studied contains a bright reflection or
light source that produced stray reflections and could produce "ghost images,"
the simplest and most parsimonious explanation for most AOls is stray
reflections. If, however, stray reflections are not evident in the image, the next
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Fig. 10. Diagram displaying how "ghost images" can be formed. See text for explanation (after
Kingslake, 1992).

obvious source of artifacts is reflections of the camera flash off of small particles
in the air, such as dust. Figure 11 illustrates how optical artifacts can be created
by the reflection from small particles in front of the lens. Because these small
particles reflect light into the camera lens and are often not near the object being
focused on, they can create out-of-focus orbic shapes in the image.
Figure 12 shows an example of anomalous images not all caused by internal
reflections within the lens. This image, taken with the Sony camera, shows
images of small particles where the camera flash apparently reflected directly off
of dust particles in the air. In this figure the camera lens focused on the dust (as
indicated by the arrows with dashed lines) rather than the window because the
reflections from the dust were brighter than the scene. This image also shows

..,

Flash

lmage
with AOl's
from
out of focus
dust particles
Object
in focus

Fig. 1 1.

Dust particles
out of focus
reflect flash

Lens
focusd
on object

Diagram showing how light reflected from dust particles can cause out-of-focus artifacts in
the image.
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Out-ok-focus Imngc owlng t o camela focusing or1 \r~,t11dust partlclci, ~ndlcatcdby an-ow\
with dashed 1111ei.The two A01i in the uppc~I-~glitot the photo are due to reflect~onsoff
the mctal w~ndowfrarne

a couple of orbic images rclatcd to reflections off of the i-netal surfaces
surrounding the window, as indicated with solid arrows.
As another example, it is also possible that in addition to the large number of
possible sources of stray reflection, some of the AOIs in Figure 8 could be due to
dust particlesin the air. A way to differentiate between the two possible sources
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of artifacts is to place the camera on a tripod and take multiple exposures.
Artifacts owing to stray reflections will be consistent from image to image,
while those due to dust in the air would be assumed to move with the air currents
between exposures.
A camera design feature of small cameras that can cause artifacts due to stray
reflection or dust is the way the flash is incorporated into the camera. By having
the flash close to the lens, it is much more likely that stray reflections can enter
the lens than if the flash was physically separated further from the lens, as in
higher end and professional cameras. The larger the angle between the flash and
the lens, the fewer stray reflections get into the lens. Having a small angle
between flash and lens also makes it easier to focus on dust particles illuminated
by the flash. With the flash farther from the lens, reflections from dust particles
are not likely to be seen by the lens.
It important to stress that AOIs can be captured without a flash (as shown in
Figure 9). All that is necessary is a light source, such as the sun, or a shiny object
that reflects bright light into the camera lens. These types of reflections are
everywhere. A technique used by professional photographers, especially in
outdoor situations, is to use a lens hood to block flare and stray reflections from
entering the lens.
The reason many of the orbic images are so bright is because the specular
reflections from the flash are much brighter than the surrounding scene. The
light metering system in the camera that determines the exposure time senses the
light level with the use of a preflash. The preflash will pick up the brightest
object in the field of view, focus on that and set the exposure values for that
brightest object. When the main flash is triggered the reflections can be quite
bright in comparison to the rest of the scene, so that 4% of a stray reflection can
still be brighter than the rest of the image. This can lead to artifacts that can be
brighter and in clearer focus than other parts of the image.
As pointed out by a reviewer of this manuscript, there are at least four distinct
properties of AOIs created from particles at different distances from a camera.
(1) The closer the particles are, the larger the images and vice versa. (2) "Orb
images which overlap images of brighter reflective objects appear to be 'behind'
the object (hence the claim by some that orbs are behind tree branches, etc., and
so must be many feet from the camera and therefore large)." (3) Larger particles
appear to create brighter images than smaller particles. And (4) elongated "orb
tubes" "can be images of strands of hair or sections of spider web very close to
the camera" (see also http://brumac.8k.com/orb- 1 .html).
The similarity in the shapes of the AOIs obtained by K.C. in Figures 3 through
5 is informative. Figure 13 displays the A01 from Figure 5 (captured over
a porous, rounded, foam black surface) and the A01 from Figure 4 (captured
over a solid, flat, glass and wood surface) side by side (resized to be similar). A
similar concentric ring pattern is evident. This concentric pattern is related to the
shape of an aspheric (non-spherical) lens surface inside the Canon camera lens.
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Coniparl\on of the jtructure ol A014 Srfrorn Figme\ 4 and 5

due to an out-of-focus dust particle that does not reflect off of internal lens
surfaces will look differently and usually has a more unifor~nstructure. Thus,
structure within an A 0 1 is another clue as to its origin.
The apparent "face" observed in Figure 7 is also evidence of ctray reflection,
in this case modified by the source of the reflection (the glass-faced, black and
white picture show in Figure 7). Figure 14 shows how the pattern reflected from
the pictr~rccould motlulate the light pattern that was subsequently reflected
within the lens of the camera and projected onto the image plane in a portion of
the image containing the couch. The vtructilre in the orbic stray reflection is
related to the shape of the \ur13acethat reilected the light.
High-end professional can~er:is have antirellective coatings to recl~~ce
these
ghost reflections (Macleod, 1986) as well as baffles to trap stray reflections within
the lens (Breault, 1995). Low-end camera\ tend not to include these f'eature\ as
a illeans of reducing production costs. This is the main reawn why the\e
phenomena are seen mose in low-end cameras and why there ha\ been such a huge
proliferation in the nu~nberol'orbic and anomalous photograph\ being circulated.

Discussion
The ability 01' relatively inexpensive models of digital cameras to capture
AOIs is clearly evident. Tlie most parsirrlonious explanation for the A01s we
observed is stray reflection\. Assuming our analysis of the stray reflection
mechanism is correct, the le\\ expensive the digital camera used, the more likely
it will be to observe AOIs. The use of expensive cameras that specifically
minimize the effects of stray reflections should dranlatically reduce the
likelihood of observing AOIs. Professional photographers arc very careful to
avoid sources of possible stray ref-lection and use more expensive cameras. Most
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Pattern of reflectr\e \urt,icc t h ~ could
t
havc c~c,~tccl
the apparent " face" In F~gurc7

camera rnanufilcturers rnarket experlsive professional cameras as well as
inexpensive cameras.
One experimental approach to detrlo~lstratewhich AOIs are based lipon stray
reflect mechanisms would be to qilickly take several pictures from a tripod.
Internal lens reflections would remain the same, while out of focus irnages due
to srnall particles in the air would change as the particles moved.
If photos are tahen in controlletl environments where highly reflective
surfaces and small particles in the air are absent, and if stray reflection is the
pri~narycause of AOl\, then it i \ predicted that AOIs will not be observed.
However, if other mechanisms can create AOI\ (s~lcha\ ppurportecl "spirits" or
"other-worldly beings"), it should be possible to capture AOIs in appropriately
controlled environments u\ilrg multiple cameras simultaneously. Moreover, it
should be pos\ible to deternlinc whether AOIs are represer~tationsof cooperating
"spirits" (termed '3epartetl hypothesi7ed co-investigators" in research reported
by Schwartz, 2002). This would involve research mediums reporting the
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S~rlglcfl'tnlc t,lhcn froin 'I B13(' docunle~it~try
A 0 1 wa\ oh\erved to ~ n o v cacres\ thc room.
l'he c,u1lel,l w,~s,in expc.rr\lve tiler rn,iJ. rnir arcd systcm [hilt d ~ not
d e n ~llgllt.
t
Thlr mo~llng
A01 can n o t hc cxpl,~~ncd
, t i r, "glro\t inlagen that
,111 ,~rtikacto f ~ctlcctedlight

presence and absence of specil'ic \pisit\ invited to stand in front o l a white wall
while photographs were taken with a camera mounted 011 a tripod.
An anonymous reviewer riiisccl the cjue\tioli '"if' you car1 take a picture of it
why can't you see it?" Given that ""conx~irnercameras, and the radiation range
they record, are designed to lilatch what people see," how can a camera capture
what the eye can not see'! While pl~otographicf'ilrn is designed to match what
people see in terns of spectral range, digital citmrl-as c o ~ ~ t a sensors
in
that can
record 11ght turther into the red and near infrared t11a11 our eyes can see. It I S
possible that this energy beyond our visual \enses colltains things we canilot see
with our naked eyes. I t rimy also be possible that the events recorded by a digital
camera occur faster than the eye can perceive.
It should be recognized that there are available examples uf AOIs that appear
to deserve the term "anom~tlous." Figure 15 prese11ts a single fra~ilefrom a UK
Htrri~ondocurnentary produced by the RRC' and \how11 on television. The movie
footage was purportedly taken with an expensive passive inii-ai-ed (i.e. thermal)
video camera system without applied artificial lighting or flash. It was not taken
with an inexpensive active il~frared system, 4uch as the Sony "Nightshot"
system, which would create stray reflectioi~s.The passive iiifrared video camera
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was mounted on a tripod. An A01 can be seen above the left comer of the table.
In the video footage, the A01 is observed to appear, move slowly across the
table, and disappear.
It is not possible to explain orbic objects such as these that move in dynamic
and unpredictable paths as being caused by stray reflections. It is also not
possible to explain many of them as being caused by dust particles in the air. It is
neither logical nor responsible at this point to conclude that every A01 observed
worldwide can be explained by a conventional optical science mechanism such
as stray reflection. Nonetheless, it is prudent to rule out plausible and wellknown conventional mechanisms before invoking other explanations for
seemingly anomalous digital visual images (be they "spirits" or "UFOs").
As the late Carl Sagan was fond of saying, "Extraordinary claims require
extraordinary evidence." This paper suggests that the majority of the orbic
images observed in the photographs obtained by the authors are probably not
"anomalous." It is important that the public be educated about the apparent ease
with which seemingly "anomalous" orbic images can be inadvertently created
by stray reflections in uncontrolled environments with inexpensive digital
cameras.
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